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Easily Create High quality interactive multimedia projects!

® is a multimedia editing software suite allowing anyone to easily create high-quality interactive
multimedia projects for the web, mobile devices, DVDs & computers! Unlimited layers are supported so you can

all ages to create multimedia projects that rival those created with expensive, complex applications, at a fraction of
the cost, time and learning curve!

Finished interactive projects are
with the included entry-level
Sound, Paint/Photo, Video and
Animator applications. Import,
link, animate, position and
sequence an unlimited number of

Presentations & Training

Easily edit the duration and start
time for your objects by simply
resizing and/or moving their
corresponding timebars in the
Sequencer window. Quickly
Auto-Sequence multiple objects.

Player application. Export any
standard formats and playback on a
computer, DVD player, iPad or other
tablet, iPhone, HDTV or web page.

Movies

layered in any order and positioned
anywhere on the screen. Line them
up using the alignment options, or
use the Coordinates window and
Arrow keys for precise positioning.

Animations

Create or import an unlimited
number of buttons for making
menus, or linking to web pages
and external files. Create custom
playback controls for Play, Stop,
Rewind and Quit.

School Projects

the animation tools, add
time-based scaling and layering
effects and scroll text. Extensive
transitions library including zoom,
wipe, dissolve and many more.

“I was able to create a MediaWorks’ presentation in less than an hour. If you want to dip your feet into the multimedia pool,
MediaWorks offers a low-cost, user-friendly way to do so.”
Presentations Magazine - Best Budget Multimedia Authoring Tool
“MediaWorks is a powerful, versatile tool for creating movies, slide shows, and interactive presentations. Factor in its attractive price,
and it is worthy of a hearty Eureka!”
Macworld Magazine - 4 Mice
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